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Gilles Raynaldy spent three years documenting everyday life at the 
Jean-Jaurès school in Montreuil. The photographs bear witness to the 
work of the teachers, the administrative and technical staff, but above 
all to the world of the pupils. They depict the spaces, classrooms, 
playgrounds, long corridors, toilets, and walls covered in graffiti. In 
the background, the changing seasons determine the lighting and 
atmospheres, marking the rhythm of the school year. The photographs 
capture the signs of adolescence on the faces of the students, in their 
attitudes, postures, glances and friendly gestures. This photographic 
work allows us to share, from a distance, the universe of a diverse 
group of young people from different social backgrounds.

In a second phase, Gilles Raynaldy conducted an intervention in the 
places where the photographs were taken. Around forty large and 
medium-sized posters, printed on architectural plans using a photoco-
pier, were affixed to the school’s walls. This in-situ exhibition invited the 
viewer to explore the middle and high school. However, within this en-
closed space, it mainly served as a way to offer the students images of 
themselves, to play with representation and reality, and to disrupt the 
time and space of the school complex. Over the course of weeks, the 
fragile posters, left unprotected, deteriorated due to both intentional 
and unintentional actions by the students. Gilles Raynaldy documented 
these processes of wear and tear; in the images he took, one can see 
tears, graffiti, burns, spittle, traces of kisses, restorations... The fate of 
the posters raises questions about the power of images, their recep-
tion, the way we look at them and they look at us, iconoclasm as a sign 
of appropriation or revolt, and the viewer’s participation in the work of 
art.

A book documenting this experience, entitled «Jean-Jaurès», was 
published in June 2015 by Purpose Editions. It was nominated for the 
Best Author Book Award at Rencontres d’Arles 2015 and for the Best 
First Book Award at Paris Photo Aperture 2015.

(Excerpts from the series)

Related link:
http://www.purpose.fr/jeanjaures-fr.html
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Diverging from the approach dictated by serial protocol, Gilles Raynaldy focuses 
on a long-term representation of the population in a suburban school institution in 
Paris: the Jean-Jaurès school complex in Montreuil. Youth has become a classic 
theme since the 1970s, but the renewal of generations reshapes behavioral codes 
as well as institutional responses. Immersed in the life of the institution, the pho-
tographer’s work involves not only creating images but also sharing them through 
exhibition experiences in communal spaces, where high school students engage 
in a dialogue with their own image. It entails finding an almost seasonal rhythm, 
understanding architecture as well as classroom organization, and observing mi-
cro-gestures that range from seduction to concern.

As a substantial volume, Jean-Jaurès (2015) is part of a history of patient works 
that manage to combine documentary rigor and evocative power, as summarized 
by the photographer: «I don’t think we can exclude the function of testimony from 
my work. It seems to me that testimony and the pursuit of strength are insepa-
rable. What particularly interests me in a documentary approach is not so much 
its demonstrative or objective value, but its ability to imbue a presence and a time 
that photographs bring to the surface under the viewer’s gaze.»

The synthesis of being a witness and a form creator is enhanced by the attitudes 
of research and commitment. A new way of being humanistic has been construc-
ted in photography.
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